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About This Content

A costume for Claire Redfield based off the attire of the character Elza Walker; the main protagonist of Resident Evil 2 during
initial development.

*This can be accessed from the "Costume" menu.
*Please note this is the same content included in the Extra DLC Pack.
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CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
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Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8.1, 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460 or AMD FX™-6300 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x with 2GB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 26 GB available space

Additional Notes: This game is expected to run at 1080p/30 FPS. If you have don't have enough graphics memory to run the
game at your selected texture quality, you must go to Options > Graphics and lower the texture quality or shadow quality, or
decrease the resolution. An internet connection is required for product activation. (Network connectivity uses Steam®
developed by Valve® Corporation.)
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resident evil 2 - claire costume elza walker

Not as good as the others, but still an amazing game that fans of the first will love.. no servers and animation is worst like
grenade dropping

when the game is good i will change my review to recommended. Fun, but very rough around the edges. Wouldn't recommend
in its current state, but with some more polish I definitely would.. I really like this game and I enjoy the concept of the game.
Though i was very reserved with my money in the game you really gotta play around your money and how you handle questions.
The graphics are not the greatest, but I guess that is not what is expected from such a game. The colors match well with the the
theme and the sound effects are great. I know I will be playing more of this game, even though I will become last in this political
race! A+

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=E7e-0x0bJ4g. This game is fun, but it feels really unfinished.

Different mechanics like diplomacy, economy, population cores or plagues provide quite a bit of variety to the gameplay aside
from recruiting and moving your armies up and down the map. You won't find too much depth within these aspects of the game,
but it is definetely worth the price.

On the other hand, this game suffers from a lot of bugs, like random crashes, savegames not loading after some time, "ghost
armies" that cannot be moved popping up in your territory and a severely broken and irrational AI. When going to war together
with an ally and trying to sign a peace treaty after winning the war by occupying the enemy's territory in whole, you should
prepare for your ally not wanting to sign the treaty for some hundret turns, because, well, why not? This leads to you being in a
state of war for centuries, receiving penalties on population happiness, economy, etc, etc.

As much as I would love to give this game a thumbs up, for all the potential it bears and the fun it is to play, generally, I have to
dislike it, as the bugs present in the game are not minor, but rather malfunction of core game mechanics. Having to constantly
deal with these severe problems makes this initially promising game hardly enjoyable to me.. Originally, when I picked up the
game in the recent steam sale I figured it'd be another one of those games at the bottom of the  pecking order. However, much
to my surprise, Pigeons Attack is a wonderfully entertaining game.

In its premise the game is simple; run, kill, and survive your way through relentless flights of Pigeons whilst
purchasing upgrades along the way. And yet despite the games simplicity, the developers have managed to create an
entertaining and immersive experience.

To up the anti, the game does also feature a progressive system, similar to the likes of Call of Duty Zombies, wherein
each round becomes harder and moves at a faster pace. New enemies are introduced, more pigeons spawn, and with
more health - making it much harder to survive. Therefore, you must be at your  beak performance in order to survive.

Both online, coop, and local coop options are available offering versatility depending on your preferred play style,
however, I have not yet managed to find a game online with other players. Although, this is probably due to the small
amount of players opposed to any matchmaking issues.

Overall, Pigeons Attack is a fun, unique, quirky game and for the price; I would definitely advise the purchase. The
only qualm for myself would be the low drop rate for health potions in juxtaposition with the other drops. It would be
nice to see the drop rate increased to promote the longevity of the games.

Additionally, I would personally like to see the coop survival mechanics altered. Currently, if your friend \/ teammate is
downed and doesn't get revived in time the game ends. Personally, I would much prefer a feature whereby the person
who downed is eliminated from the game until the following round providing the other survivors survive.
. Great game to play if you're lost in life.. Exactly the same game as Crankies Workshop: Grizzbot Assembly 2, Lerpbot
Assembly and every other Crankies Workshop title, just with some different questions, I say some as there are
questions in this game that are in other Crankies Workshop title.

A "Quiz" game with questions asked to you by a robot voiced with a text to speech engine dating back to the 90's, low
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effort, basic, rather annoying, and despite the kiddie look the questions are very much of an adults intellectual level
and as with Grizzbot Assembly 2, a large portion of the questions are aimed at an American audience (lots of US sports
questions).
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Game is awesome, I played this♥♥♥♥♥♥everyday in Middle School. Only downside is the cost. Should have been at least 10
dollars or less seeing as it’s an upgraded version of a free browser game.. at present state its not great. once they finish it, then it
might be cool.. im trying to play a standard map. it gets to the loading screen and says waiting for other players.... stays there for
minutes. i want to play a match not on the campaign to see and test out all the new units... is my version faulty? should i
redownload it?. The Steam release was a bit shabby, considering it only counts the time you've spent in the launcher. In H1z1
you have a 3rd party there (Daybreak Games) and you can without a problem launch the game through the launcher and it'll
count the time spent in-game correctly. Why isn't this so on 9Dragons?. Of course it's an old game now, but classics will always
be classics. Nostalgia comes to a great obstacle to review this game without being partial, but the magic and world immersion I
experience when I play this game is something have never experienced in any other one.

After 17 years and tons of RPG that surely have better presentation and even better story\/quests\/features I'm still waiting to a
game that can absorve you as much as this one does. Can't say what is it, probably the amount of time you spend in it walking
around the city, talking to everybody, suffering with and for your characters or maybe the care that was put to make each one of
them human and unique (those positve\/negative skills and that journal....); but sure that you end loving each one of the
characters you created and feel that you shared the most amazing adventure ever with them in a world that you can believe and
makes you feel that there's even much more than what you see in the game.

Also difficult to not notice the amazing soundtrack. Sounds a bit midi nowadays, but it is still extremely effective. Prepare to
beautiful melodies in woods, scary ones at dungeons, nostalgic songs at inns and some creepy tracks for that creepy levels where
you just don't dare to keep walking and only think about going home.. This song features an error in the transcription, and will
dock you for playing the song correctly. Verified by watching multiple videos of silverchair playing the song in question.

Still worth the purchase to learn a great song.. Fun game but still needs a little work. The weather can drive you crazy hoping for
rain then praying for sun shine. But once you get the wine making combo and level 3 I almost always make 5 star wine.
Hopefully some more updates will really make this game shine. As I said fun game and lots of management most in real time.

Update after playing on hard even when you get to level 3 this game can keep you on your toes by having a bad run of weather a
few years in a row. Still really enjoy the game but hopefully putting wine in the tavern can become less mircomanagement..
Needs a sequel. So many crashes that the game isn't fun anymore.. Deponia: The Complete Journey combines the first three
games from the Deponia series. So, it's better to by this instead, than the three games separately. The game itself, is a very good
point and click adventure. Good story. I recommend it.
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